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Preface


The report was informed by a survey of literature and data on domestic violence legislation, national action plans, and public programs in Latin America; literature reviews on the social and economic costs of domestic violence with special emphasis on Latin America; and an analysis of laws and action plans on domestic violence in Latin America, including what the laws concretely guarantee. In addition, ICRW researchers compiled and analyzed existing information on the current levels of budgetary allocations for the implementation of laws and national action plans in a sample of countries.

As a result of conducting the research for this report, ICRW realized that the complexity of the subject matter and the dearth of information available would frustrate efforts to analyze budgets effectively. Therefore, in addition to the draft report, ICRW developed a preliminary framework, entitled “Framework and Indicators on Budgetary Implications of Domestic Violence Laws and Plans of Action: Working Draft,” to facilitate the process of systematically analyzing the budgetary implications of DV. The framework can be used as a tool to apply gender analysis to DV laws, identify gaps between the current level of appropriations and the level needed to implement these laws, evaluate the extent to which public services are adequately serving victims, and whether or not financing laws and plans of action are in accord with victims’ needs and priorities.

This paper is a synthesis of the draft report and the framework.

The InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB), Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) and United Nations Fund for Women (UNIFEM) supported the development of the draft report and framework. These agencies also play a key role in the Interagency Working Group on Gender Violence. In November 2002, the Working Group organized the Interagency Symposium on Gender Violence, Health and Rights in the Americas for over one hundred government, non-governmental organization (NGO), and donor representatives. Budgetary allocations were identified by the participants as a major impediment to the implementation of domestic violence laws in the Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) region. We hope the research conducted by ICRW can provide a workable framework addressing this problem.
Background

Domestic violence is one of the most important human rights and development problems in Latin America and the Caribbean. Surveys by the World Bank and others have found that between 30-50 percent of Latin American women are victims of psychological abuse by their domestic partners, and that between 10-35 percent suffer physical violence (Buvinic, Morrison, and Shifter, 1999). Research suggests that physical violence in intimate relationships is often accompanied by psychological abuse, and sexual abuse in one-third to over one half of cases (WHO, 2002).

Table 1, below, shows the proportion of women who have been physically assaulted by a partner, either in the past year or sometime during their lifetime, between 1990-1999. Rates for the former varied from 10 percent among women in Uruguay (physical or sexual assault) to more than 20 percent in Leon and Managua in Nicaragua, to 31 percent in metro Lima, Peru.

Table 1. Physical Assault on Women by an Intimate Male Partner, Selected Population-based Studies in LAC Region, 1990-1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study year</th>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>% of women physically assaulted by partner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Pop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>3 districts</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>1993 Santiago</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>22-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1997 Santiago</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>15-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>6097</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Guadalajara</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Monterrey</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Leon</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Managua</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>1995-6</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>5940</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Metro Lima</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td></td>
<td>National</td>
<td>4755</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 regions</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Reproduced from Heise, Ellsberg, Gottemoeller, 1999
Study population: I = all women   II = currently married/partnered women   III = ever-married/partnered women  IV = married men reporting on own use of violence against spouse  V = women with a pregnancy outcome  VI = married women, half with pregnancy outcome.
a. Sample group included women who had never been in a relationship and therefore not at risk of partner violence b. Though sample includes all women, rate of abuse is shown for ever-married/partnered women (number not given) c. Physical or sexual assault d. Any physical abuse/severe physical abuse only  e. Rate of partner abuse among ever-married/partnered women recalculated from author’s data f. Santiago Province g. National, not including Chaco
Domestic violence is pervasive and its costs are enormous, including time and resources for medical treatment, psychological counseling, police services, prison and detention, shelter and transitional housing, domestic violence education and advocacy as well as personal and family pain and suffering. Domestic violence leads to loss of work time and reduced productivity on the job. Recent studies confirm the impact of domestic violence on women’s earning power. A study in Santiago, Chile noted that women who do not suffer physical violence earn an average of $385 U.S. dollars per month, while women who face physical violence at home earn only $150 per month. A study in Managua, Nicaragua found that women who are not victims of domestic violence earn an average of $51 monthly, while women who are abused earn only $29 per month on average (Buvinic, Morrison, Shifter, 1999).

This synthesis paper examines the evolution of efforts to address domestic violence in the region, which occurred contemporaneously with efforts to monitor and analyze public sector budgets through a gender lens. After describing the methodology and some of the difficulties in collecting data on DV, Section 3 of this paper discusses some of the outcomes of domestic violence laws, including government actions undertaken, strategies used to implement laws when funding is lacking, and the extent of DV services resulting from DV laws. Section 4 provides a framework to help guide the process of monitoring DV laws and plans of action and their related budgets.

**Section 1: The Context: Domestic Violence Policy and Budgets in LAC**

*International and Regional Conventions*

Over the past decade, several countries in Latin America, Central America and the Caribbean (LAC) have taken legal action to address DV. From 1996-2003, governments focused on developing plans of action and new laws and regulations, and on modifying codes. Standards for prevention and care were also established in this period. However, none of the seven countries in this study passed laws with actual budgetary appropriations. Rather, public spending on DV activities has been allocated in a non-comprehensive way and on an ad-hoc basis.

The first generation of policies related to gender violence consisted mainly of those ratified through international agreements, such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and the Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence against Women (Belem do Para, 1994) in the early 1990s. These international and regional conventions provided a framework for action by calling on governments to develop and monitor legislation and other related programs and services. This period also witnessed a surge in DV work among NGOs, researchers, and governments, with an increase in advocacy and research efforts and new services for DV survivors.

*National Legislation*
The majority of the countries in the LAC region have ratified specific domestic/intra-family violence legislation, and some have approved national plans of action (see box, below). The laws establish procedures for reporting and prosecuting cases of domestic violence, precautionary measures and, in some cases, they stipulate activities to support work on assistance, prevention, rehabilitation of aggressors, and conciliation or mediation. The primary focus of implementation has been identification of cases, crisis intervention, conciliation, referrals, and justice administration services (e.g., a free lawyer in El Salvador; free medical tests in Peru; and psychological and medical tests in Chile and Costa Rica).

National plans are crucial instruments to ensure a comprehensive approach for implementing the legislation, to facilitate the coordination of the activities among different sectors and to help determine budgetary implications for all sectors at the national and local levels. They map out social actors and processes, address interagency coordination, facilitate monitoring and evaluation, and contain a timetable, resource plan, and benchmarks. A national action plan on DV is a multi-year, multi-sector, multi-institutional implementation plan approved by government, providing a road map for the prevention and elimination of DV. An analysis of two plans of action (one in Mexico, the other in Peru) in Table 2 examines the plans’ objectives, areas of intervention/activities, and the social actors around the plan of action, the budgetary implications of the plan, and efforts around monitoring and evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. An Analysis of Plans of Action: The Cases of Mexico and Peru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mexico</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mexican government approved a National Program Against Intra-family Violence (PRONAVI) for 1999-2000, to prevent and punish intra-family violence through comprehensive coordinated responses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plan’s Objectives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish a system for detection of cases, prevention, and for monitoring and evaluation; establish a legal framework; establish a system for communication and inter-institutional linkages; establish a system of coordination for the promotion of measures in the context of federalism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interventions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRONAVI specifies actions and goals, dates for their implementation, and the responsible agency/agencies. The program includes detection, treatment, information and research, training, a legal framework, and inter-institutional coordination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government Actors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRONAVI establishes those responsible for the plan are the Government Secretary, National</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Commission on Women, General Attorney Office, National System for Integral Development of the Family, External Relations Secretary, Health Secretary, Public Education Secretary, National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics, National Council of Population, and National Institute of the Elderly.

the plan includes the participation of civil society in principle, none of the areas or goals specifically mention its involvement. The Statistical and Information Office and the Office of Planning and Finance are not included in the plan. The ministries included are Education, Health, Justice, Interior, and PROMUDEH.

**Budgetary Allocations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are no specific budgetary allocations for the implementation of the national plan of action, yet there is financing of associated governmental programs. It has been proposed that resources can come from confiscated goods from organized delinquency and also from the private sector.</td>
<td>The allocation is to be determined based on annual goals identified by the High-Level Commission. Decree No. 017 established that annual budgets of Education, Health, Justice, Police and Women’s Affairs Ministries, should include funds for implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monitoring and Evaluation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The monitoring and evaluation process of PRONAVI is based on consultations with civil society organizations and universities.</td>
<td>Indicators will be developed based on goals. The High-Level Commission of the National Plan, composed of ministers and working groups with government agency and civil society organization representatives, will conduct semi-annual evaluations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examining budgets through a gender lens

A national, regional, or local budget reflects a government’s social and economic priorities. During the budget process, resources are allocated to policies and programs that have been approved by the legislative and executive branches of government. In the past 20 years, many women’s groups and researchers around the world have launched gender responsive budgeting initiatives as a tool to disaggregate the government budget and analyze the effect of expenditure and revenue policies on different populations, particularly poor women. Gender responsive budgeting initiatives can be used to implement and monitor gender-related commitments, recommendations, and action plans.

In the LAC region, gender budget initiatives have been initiated as collaborative efforts between donors (UNIFEM, UN ECLAC), government agencies (Women’s Ministries, Ministries of Health, Education, and Finance), and civil society organizations (FUNDAR in Mexico) in countries such as Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Peru, Honduras, and Mexico.

**Box 1. UNIFEM Andean Region on Gender Responsive Budgeting**

In the Andean region, UNIFEM is working with local partners to engender budgets at the local level in Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia. The analysis is on general expenditures, assessing the gender responsiveness of policies and programs. Drawing on this work, UNIFEM is refining and adapting its gender budget work for the LAC region. Emerging areas of analysis include: mechanisms for citizens’ participation in budgetary processes; institutional frameworks; budgetary restrictions (e.g., parts of budget committed towards paying debt, national to provincial/local transfers, etc.); and development of indicators to evaluate initiatives. Key challenges include the lack of sex-disaggregated data and limited capacity to compile it at municipal level; a lack of sustained political will for gender-sensitive budgets; a dearth of
women’s groups who participate in the budgetary process; and a difficulty in locating people with expertise in gender and economics.

Most of these efforts concentrate on expenditures within a given sector (such as education or health), an approach with limited utility for domestic violence, which requires the development and implementation of integrated responses across sectors (e.g., health, education, judiciary, law enforcement, etc.). The proposed framework in Section 4 of this paper attempts to address this gap by covering issues such as cross-sectoral coordination.

A successful public policy on domestic violence requires sufficient budgetary allocations to fund interventions needed to make the laws effective; it is not enough to simply pass laws without considering the funding they will need. In LAC, most campaigns for a law on domestic violence focused on the content of laws and overlooked details of implementation, including an estimate of the resources required. This is likely due, in part, to NGOs’ inadequate time, resources, and skills needed for budget advocacy. NGOs generally concur that any activity on this front would require internal capacity building and cooperation with already existing budget advocacy groups. Governmental women’s bureaus and ministries are faced with similar constraints to NGOs with respect to budget advocacy.

Section 2: Methodology Used in the Larger Study

The original draft report and framework are based on an analysis of national DV laws and plans of action; data collected from documents and reports relevant to domestic violence (e.g., domestic violence studies, project evaluations and reports, and international conventions and agreements on domestic violence); an original survey of government agencies and NGOs in seven Latin American countries; and a review of donor programs and budgets. Documents and reports were gathered from web sites, e-mail communications, libraries, NGO documentation centers, regional network resources (ISIS International, CLADEM, RSMLAC), databases, listserves, and international agencies’ libraries.

To determine which countries to include in the survey, countries that had passed DV legislation were identified. Of these, further selection was based on regional representation; historical, demographic, and socio-economic diversity; variety of DV public policies; and degree of contact with reliable agencies in the country. The countries selected were Peru (law approved on intra-family violence in 1993), Chile (law approved in 1994), Ecuador (law approved in 1995), Costa Rica, El Salvador, and Mexico (laws approved in 1996), and the Dominican Republic (law approved in 1997). Costa Rica is the only country where the National Plan for Attention of Intra-family Violence (PLANOV1) was approved (1994) before the DV law (1996).

The survey was conducted with different agencies involved in the formulation and implementation of the law (see a copy of the questionnaire sent to NGOs in Annex 1). Four self-administered questionnaires were designed for Women’s Affairs Offices, Ministries of Health and Education, Justice Administrations and the Police, Ministries of Finance and Planning, and NGOs. These organizations were selected based on their pre-
law advocacy on DV; provision of DV programs and services; and their role in monitoring the implementation of services (see list of organizations that were sent surveys and those that responded in Annex 2). Out of the 47 agencies contacted through e-mail and phone, 21 responded (44.6%), a high return rate for self-administered surveys.

There are a number of methodological issues which make it difficult to undertake a budgetary analysis of domestic violence legislation, among them data availability and access, variations of definitions, problems with calculating costs, and other problems described below.

Data availability and access: There is a dearth of information on budgetary allocations for DV policies in almost all countries in LAC. Only Costa Rica and Chile offer this data; in the other five countries studied, data is either non-existent or unavailable. For example, in El Salvador and the Dominican Republic, analysis of expenditures by local health services was based on estimates provided by the personnel in charge of the intra-family violence programs, since there is no documentation of those expenditures. In some cases, although the data does exist, it is dispersed and difficult, if not impossible, to compile in an aggregated form.

There is also no disaggregated data on spending by spending agents, level (national or local), and component of the programs. Every project, whether government- or donor-funded, is comprised of different programs, with each one, in turn, having multiple components. This creates serious difficulties when seeking aggregate data, as there is no breakdown of cost by component. Conversely, sometimes component costs are grouped together as an aggregated total, making it impossible to identify the cost of individual interventions.

Consequently, there is a need to develop criteria for further disaggregated figures in several categories of analysis. Some of the indicators are easier to access than others, especially in the case of official statistics. Data and information collected or analyzed by universities, NGOs and/or intersectoral commissions will also need to be gathered. In many cases, administrative records related to budget are not available to the public. Moreover, key data are missing due to a range of problems, including the lack of institutional capacity and resource constraints.

In addition, the gathering of some of this data can be very time and resource-intensive. For example, the literature review and the survey responses in this study did not provide information on user fees or out-of-pocket spending by women, or on other resources contributed by family members, friends, and extended family toward DV services. User fees are important in understanding the components of financing of DV services, along with government spending. They also provide insight into financial costs of DV on women and households affected by DV. In order to access this information, a more in-depth data collection process would be required.

Operationalization and variations of definitions of DV: In determining DV in the law, the target population was usually defined as members of the family sharing a residence. There was no specific focus on women, and no specification of what constitutes physical, psychological or sexual violence. The laws rarely had a clear statement on
‘marital rape’ or threats and did not include all forms of violence, especially economic violence, which includes damage to property, business and assets. For example, only Costa Rican and Dominican laws include property damage as a type of violence.

The concept of domestic/intra-family violence varies from country to country. For instance, in some countries the law and plan of action exclude some types of violence, such as violence against partners either during the engagement to marriage phase or between same-sex couples. In other countries, some types of violence, such as property damage, are not included in the definition of DV. This variation implies that dimensions or indicators required to analyze the expenditures and budgetary implications of programs on DV might be absent in the framework and should be adopted on a country-by-country basis.

**Variances in unit and timeframe for analysis:** Countries in LAC generally have intra-family violence laws and public policies that include any family member as a unit of analysis, especially children and young people. As a result, it is difficult to operationalize the expenditures by age group or gender. There are also important differences in terms of time frames of the implementation process. Different government agencies have different amounts and sources of funding that vary from year to year. This limitation reduces the possibility of making accurate or even approximate inferences regarding trends in public expenditures both within and across countries.

**Obstacles to measuring DV costs:** The analysis of costs is hampered by the inherent difficulty of establishing how many women are affected by DV, and how many of those utilize the available services and how often. In almost all countries in LAC, DV laws and plans of action consider all members of the family to be eligible for protection, which further complicates the estimation of specific costs of services for women victims of DV.

Another obstacle pertains to invalid assumptions about the effectiveness of an intervention dictated by the DV laws. It is nearly impossible to accurately measure the cost of DV if an intervention is successful but fails to address the core problem (and associated costs to the victim). One case in point is if one were to estimate DV costs by looking at the number of cases resolved through conciliation/mediation, an extra-judicial mechanism established in the laws in Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador and Mexico. Conciliation/mediation is based on the assumption that intra-family violence is a conflict that can be resolved by an agreement between the two parties. In these four countries, conciliation/mediation is one of the most commonly used interventions for DV cases. Even in countries where conciliation/mediation is not officially a part of the DV law, such as the Dominican Republic, it is still applied as the most common means to expedite a solution for DV. The predominance of conciliation/mediation, combined with the failure of precautionary measures, results in major distortions of the objectives of the laws. Conciliation, while seeking a quick solution for DV cases, actually limits the possibility of preventing violence, punishing the aggressor or protecting the victims. In other words, simply calculating the number of cases “resolved” through mediation will neglect to account for costs associated with continued violence that are not reflected on the public record.
Indirect costs of DV are also difficult to measure and typically are not factored into DV budgets. These could include, for example, lost productivity, mortality, and individual and social problems such as depression, drug abuse, alcoholism, teen pregnancy, and juvenile crime. Given the complex social factors that often surround DV, it is difficult to establish a direct causal relationship between such indirect costs and DV, and thus, to determine the costs of violence against women.

**Measuring the gap between need for DV services and actual allocations in the budget:**
In order to measure the gap between the real costs of DV prevention, treatment and persecution and what is allocated in the budget, one must know the actual amounts for each. While the latter is relatively easy to obtain, the former is much more difficult to assess. Rarely, if ever, have governments attempted to systematically estimate how much is required to address overall violence, or DV in particular. In order to estimate costs, one must first determine which sectors are most relevant to addressing DV, and then gather data on the critical parameters to come up with cost estimates. For example, if primary health care is deemed to be a critical sector in addressing the needs of women experiencing violence, then the following kind of data are needed: unit cost for primary health care per visit or per patient; the proportion of women accessing primary health care facilities who experience violence, or the proportion of women among the population who experience violence and require medical care; number of visits for women experiencing DV; etc.

**Box 2. Measuring the Gap: The Dominican Republic (DR)**

Based on the findings from the larger study, it was possible to calculate a rough estimate of DV costs to the health sector in the DR and, from that, determine the gap between the budget needed to address DV and the actual allocation. The following details the process by which the gap was measured:

1. **Arriving at a unit cost of DV.** In a primary health care center in the DR, (Alcarrizos II Hospital of Santo Domingo), the annual cost of providing services for 125 DV patients is estimated at US$17,657.45. This figure takes into account only three categories of expenses: salary of the personnel specialized in DV services, medical supplies for emergency cases, and office supplies. This translates into a total cost of US$141.26 per patient.

2. **Estimating the total number of DV victims in the country.** According to the Experimental Survey on Demographics and Health (1999), based on a nationally representative sample, one of three women in the DR between 15-19 years old reported having been abused by her husband or other person since turning 15 (CESDEM, USAID and Macro International, 2001:48). The DR’s total population in 1996 was 8.1 million, of which women represented 50.3%, and women in the 15-49 age group represented 50% of women as a whole. This comes to a total population in the 15-49 age group of nearly 2.04 million. If one out of three of these are DV victims, the total number of DV victims is 673,000.

3. **Total number of DV victims using health care services:** According to Experimental National Survey on Demographic and Health (1999), 11% of women who suffered physical abuse had to look for medical services or visit a health facility, bringing the total number of DV victims using medical services to 74,030. It is important to note that not all the DV victims who require medical attention seek such services; therefore, this number is likely to be an underestimation.

4. **Calculating total cost of DV.** Based on a unit cost of US$141.26 per patient, it is feasible to estimate that the annual cost for primary care of DV cases in the health sector is nearly US$10.5 million, based on the assumption that only 11% of those experiencing DV use primary health care. Yet in the national budget of the Health Ministry for 2002, the total amount established for
primary care services to DV was only US$15,000. In other words, the amount established by the Health Ministry for primary care services to DV patients in the entire country could not even cover the total annual cost for treating DV patients in one hospital, Alcarrizos II Hospital of the city of Santo Domingo.

Section 3: Findings of the Study

This section discusses the results of the survey of government agencies, international donors, and NGOs who are involved in securing resources and implementing domestic violence legislation in seven LAC countries. It identifies the obstacles to implementation and suggests strategies for financing the implementation of national legislation.

As a multi-faceted problem, DV requires multisectoral approaches and interventions, and the respective budgetary allocations are necessarily spread over different sectors. In all countries examined, funding for DV programs came from one of two sources: government-funded programs, supported either through new resources allocated for DV work, or through the reallocation of existing program funds and human resources; and international donor funds. In cases where funding was not available from either of these sources, other strategies, such as user fees, were used to generate needed revenue.

Role of government after the passage of DV laws

In the period since the laws and/or plans of action have been passed in the selected countries, governments have taken direct and indirect actions for prevention, treatment, punishment and elimination of domestic violence (For a cumulative list see Table 3). However, implementation of DV laws is easily frustrated by varying interpretations of the legislation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of action</th>
<th>Expenditures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevention</td>
<td>Prevention activities in schools, communities and hospitals  Prevention special funds for community initiatives  Permanent training programs for government agencies Designing and implementing protocols for attention to and prevention of DV  Publishing educational materials on DV  Designing manuals of procedures for police and justice administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Providing services in the following areas: health, police, justice administration, social services, shelters, employment, housing, and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersectoral Cooperation/Collaboration</td>
<td>Creating intersectoral networks and commissions to design national policies  Monitoring and evaluation activities  Performance research: epidemiology surveillance, national statistics on DV, database creation  Creating national registration systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness Raising Institutional Capacity</td>
<td>Training and sensitization of institutions and personnel (security, judiciary, health)  Community awareness (media campaigns, memorials, VAW year, etc.)  Public announcements on laws and plans of action  Press conferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing November 25 to denounce violence against women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-institutional agreements on services, training and occasional activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchanges between government agencies and NGOs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Declarations on special dates or year to prevent violence against women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting research in universities and research institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** Responses to questionnaires to the seven countries and national reports from Dominican Republic, Chile, Mexico, and Peru prepared for the Symposium 2001: Gender, Violence, Health and Rights in the Americas.

In some countries, the laws and plans of action fail to indicate clearly where budgetary allocations should come from. This has created difficulties related to the timing of distribution of the allocations, and also has created ambiguity as to how much money will actually be available. For instance, in some countries, DV interventions in the health sector are carried out through programs that are not permanent, meaning that they have to compete with other programs every year for the allocations. In other countries, the allocation depends on the general budget approved for the agency, or the priorities of the administration in office at that time.

According to the agencies that responded to the questionnaires, in no case was there an appropriation in the national budget for DV programs and interventions when the law and/or plan of action were formulated or enacted. This is crucial, as it highlights the disconnect between budget allocations and DV policies. It is also likely a reflection of the failure of the social actors who mobilized around the passage of the DV law to focus on budgetary issues.

Lack of leadership commitment is another key issue that manifests itself in terms of limited or no budget allocations for some of the precautionary measures outlined in the DV policies. The major sources of funding in almost all countries have been the discretionary funds from the ministries’ budgets and international cooperation funds through donations and loans.

According to the responses to the questionnaires provided by the government agencies, successful allocations in the sectoral or national budget are linked to the political commitment to the problem; the existence of Women’s Affairs Offices; the implementation of local initiatives; inclusion of intra-family violence into the national policy on health; training; and technical and financial support received from international agencies. Limitations can be linked to the slow pace of the inclusion of intra-family violence programs into the sectoral government agencies; lack of standard procedures to determine needed budgets for intra-family violence programs; lack of sensitization of the high level authorities; lack of registration system; and administrative and planning limitations, among others.

In terms of service provision, the approval of laws and plans of action has implied the creation or extension of the coverage of some services for victims, as well as prevention, punishment and precautionary measures. However, in some countries, such as Mexico, the health sector is fragmented. In almost all countries in Latin America, the provision of services for VAW victims is concentrated in urban areas and quite limited in rural areas. Furthermore, existing services are limited – especially shelters and programs to
economically empower women survivors. Also, there is relatively little immediate help in terms of crisis hot-lines, and police services targeted for women DV victims is scarce.

On a more positive note, the new laws and plans of action sometimes have led to the creation of new programs or institutions in different sectors that offer services on intra-family/domestic violence. The sectors where more programs and/or institutions have been created are police, women’s affairs offices, and health, and to a smaller extent justice administration, education, and intersectoral initiatives. In some cases, DV services have been incorporated into existing programs on reproductive health, mental health, violence, family planning, and adolescents.

**Strategies used to implement the laws when there is no specific public funding**

As the allocations for DV programs are scarce across the countries, government agencies have developed different strategies to implement the activities and programs. Some have made agreements with NGOs, universities, community groups and other organizations to carry out activities where the counterparts make contributions in cash, voluntary work, and/or goods and supplies. In some countries, government agencies are charging user fees. In the Dominican Republic, the health and justice administrations charge for lab tests, legal forms and stamps for legal documents. In Mexico, the Ministry of Health charges for lab tests, medical attention for physical problems, and psychological therapy. Other agencies use equipment, supplies and goods from other programs and services, and in some situations cover costs out of pocket.

In all the countries, the law stipulates some measures against aggressors such as a fee for food, replacing damaged property, and fines. Only the laws in El Salvador and Costa Rica establish a fixed period of time that the victim has exclusive use of the household goods such as furniture and appliances. If neither the government nor aggressor pays for the costs of violence to the victim, then the victim does. This is especially the case for physical treatment, replacement of damaged furniture and broken appliances, foregone income and other costs.

**Donor funding for DV activities**

International agencies (including UNFPA, PAHO, UNIFEM, IADB, World Bank) have played an important role, in collaboration with government agencies and NGOs, in the design of the legal framework for DV policies at the international and national level, in the design of national plans of action, and in the implementation of public policies. International agencies have provided governments and NGOs with technical assistance, donations and loans. Some agencies have incorporated DV strategies into their general policies, such as PAHO in its Strategic and Program Orientations for the period 1999-2002. UNFPA intervention in LAC has focused on building strategic alliances, first to bring the DV issue to the top of the political agenda, and second to develop mechanisms to prevent violence and provide services to the victims. UNFPA has also provided technical and financial support to countries and civil society organizations to review, improve and implement policies and legislation, pilot new approaches, set up and/or expand services for victims, and implement prevention and awareness-raising campaigns.
The responses to the surveys indicate that donors are shifting funds from NGOs to government agencies, as well as reducing their DV-specific funding. Further in-country studies are needed to explore this in order to more fully evaluate the degree to which this is occurring and the impact it is having on DV interventions.

**NGOs’ implementation of programs on domestic violence after the legislation**

According to the questionnaire responses, all of the NGOs were conducting activities on DV before the law was approved. The most common activities include prevention and public campaigns, services for DV victims, training, advocacy and research.

Yet, even after the passage of DV laws and plans of action, only three of the 12 NGOs surveyed have received funds from the government. The main source of NGO funding is from international cooperation agencies, even though some international agencies have started reducing their funding for DV programs. This is worrisome, as the target population of the NGOs’ programs and services—poor women and families—generally lacks the resources needed to compensate for the shortfall. Given their limited contributions from the government and shrinking contributions from international donors, it is not surprising that some NGO representatives pointed out the huge difficulties they are confronting in order to maintain programs, services and activities.

Nonetheless, all of the NGOs are continuing to carry out programs and activities, helped in part by funds from user fees, book sales, public activities such as seminars and trainings, short-term consultancies, and through in-kind help from volunteers from community groups, universities and schools. In some cases, their services are more extensive than those of the government agencies, or they are located in areas where government interventions are scarce or non-existent. Some offer alternative services that emphasize quality, confidentiality, security for victims and personnel, and defense of victims’ rights, autonomy and integrity.

All of the NGOs are currently coordinating activities and programs with government agencies, other NGOs, and community groups. The implications of such inter-sectoral coordination are diverse; in some cases, it enables the NGOs to conduct activities without spending a great amount of resources, and in some cases reduces the costs of the activities. Conversely, it can result in the personnel being overburdened with more work and responsibilities.

**Section 4: Framework for Monitoring Budgetary Allocations of DV Laws**

This section summarizes the recommendations in the draft framework, which is intended to help those involved in DV work analyze government budgets. The framework describes the four stages of the budgetary process and discusses the roles of each stakeholder involved in the process of implementing domestic violence legislation. This framework has not yet been tested in the field. At this stage, it is broad and flexible so that it can be adapted to the specific political and economic context in any country that uses it.
This framework can be used to monitor and evaluate government expenditures for DV policies and programs, promote more effective use of resources to improve gender equity, reprioritize and increase government expenditures for DV programs and policies, increase the effectiveness, efficiency and quality of DV interventions, and provide an analytic basis for future research and action to strengthen domestic violence laws and their financing in Latin America and the Caribbean.

**Structure of the Framework**

The framework is divided into four categories, reflecting the stages of the budgetary process. It is recommended that at each stage, an analysis of the processes, activities, and stakeholders be carried out in order to clarify and pinpoint where and why budget shortcomings for DV activities occur.

Table 4 describes some of the initial steps needed to be taken by governmental agencies involved in DV policies and programs, budgetary committees of legislative bodies (such as national parliaments and planning and finance ministries), NGOs, women’s groups working in the field of gender-based violence, and international cooperation agencies in order to understand and analyze DV budgets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Immediate Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women’s NGOs working on DV, health sector reform, budgetary allocations, etc.</td>
<td>* Build skills to understand and analyze budgets associated with DV policies</td>
<td>* Identify key players in DV policy, specifically in budgetary decisionmaking (e.g., line Ministries, Ministries of Finance, Planning, Parliamentary bodies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Learn strategies to lobby target audiences</td>
<td>* Identify and collaborate with expert individuals, groups, and institutions who could help to engage with the DV policy and budgetary process²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Advocate for transparent disclosure of budgetary information</td>
<td>* Review and assess current DV policy and programs from a budgetary perspective in order to identify gaps and needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Organize social coalitions to support improved DV public policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Actively engage in the budget formulation process around DV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender and DV Government Agencies (Ministries of Women, Public Health, Justice, Education)</td>
<td>* Establish systems and priorities toward effective implementation of DV policy, programs and budgetary allocations</td>
<td>* Identify key players involved in DV and budget work, such as key funders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Work with key civil society stakeholders involved in delivery of services</td>
<td>* Establish and support DV research bodies and NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Budgetary Organizations</td>
<td>* Develop an understanding of DV and other gender issues through training</td>
<td>* Establish detailed cost assessments around DV to identify appropriate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² See Annex 4 for list of research organizations engaged in budgetary analysis in LAC countries.
Pre-Policy Design Stage: The pre-policy design stage describes and analyzes the interventions and activities that were implemented before the laws and plans of action or their amendments were passed, whether studies of the economic costs of DV were undertaken, their scope and coverage, and the roles of different social actors advocating for public policies on DV; and builds estimates of costs of DV. While the pre-policy design stage really might not seem as relevant in LAC region at this point since almost all countries have policies or laws, this stage is still relevant for the revisions in laws.

Costing and registering incidence rates and other quantifiable DV indicators in the pre-design process, although ideal, is rarely feasible. It is important for governments to include actions that support continued efforts to cost DV and to finance studies to get better estimates of incidence as a part implementing and fine-tuning policy. This information on costing would need to be integrated into the amendments of policies and laws.

A summary of the information needed at the pre-policy design stage to inform policy design and implementation is listed in Box 3.

### Box 3. Types of Information Needed at the Pre-design Stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. PROCESSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roles of relevant social actors:</strong> Includes service providers, policy advocacy groups, and government agencies working on DV prior to design of policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. DV CONTEXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magnitude of DV:</strong> Records from police stations, courts, and health services, NGOs studies and costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Existing policies, services and activities:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• DV-relevant policies that may have existed piecemeal prior to the design of a comprehensive DV policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The cost, coverage[^3], quality and type of services and activities provided by NGOs, community groups and government agencies prior to the design of a comprehensive DV policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^3]: Indicators of coverage usually include the % of the population affected by DV that is covered by services such as national and local programs on DV in the health sector or justice administration, or physical and psychological check-ups performed by trained personnel on DV. To analyze utilization some of the following indicators could be included: consultations on DV per 1,000 population, expenditures on DV per 1,000 population, and so forth.
3. MECHANISMS, SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding mechanisms:</th>
<th>Existing public expenditure on DV, sectors where funds were allocated, amount, other sources of funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Models of intervention:</td>
<td>Existing types of intervention models, intersectoral coordination and other potential models that could inform design of DV policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and evaluation:</td>
<td>Existing monitoring and evaluation on DV services and activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Policy Design Stage: To evaluate the soundness and comprehensiveness of the policy design stage in addressing DV, it is necessary to analyze the process by which the budget is determined and enacted.

Specifically, the analysis of policy design needs to specify the financial instruments designated to fund the policy, the implementation network (implementation practitioners—such as ministry of health, justice administration, education officials—with experience implementing DV policy), the target group of the policy, the policy objectives, and the rules and influencing mechanisms. Regarding the last, rules tell the target group(s) and implementing organizations what they must (or may) do, what they must not do, when to do it, and how it should be done. While rules impose obligations, there still can be considerable scope for discretion. Influencing mechanisms are the means by which the policy ensures that actions are taken in accordance with the rules and in support of the desired objectives. Influencing mechanisms provide incentives for individuals or organizations to do things that they might not otherwise do. The financial instruments, implementation network, target group, policy objectives, and rules and influencing mechanisms, in turn, will define the features of the policy.

Policy Implementation Stage: The implementation stage, or the execution of the budget, includes a description and analysis of the budgetary allocations and financial models for DV public policies and evaluates the degree to which they have helped to improve the levels of access to and utilization of services.

Governments differ widely in how they regulate and monitor spending to ensure adherence to budgets. In many cases, budgets are not implemented in the exact form in which they were approved. Deviations can result from a number of reasons, such as conscious policy decisions in response to changing economic conditions. Dramatic differences between the allocated and actual budgets, which can compromise sound policy, are important indicators. While discrepancies between budget allocation and implementation can result from abuse or corruption by the executive, they might also be the result of a poor budget system.

Implementation of the DV policy budget is clearly the job of several government agencies. Without government reports on the status of expenditure during the year, NGOs have limited ability to monitor spending. Nonetheless, they still can have an impact by

---

4 The presentation of policy design issues is based on the International Budget Project report on and international budget guide for NGOs that is available electronically on the IBP web site: [http://www.internationalbudget.org/resources/guide/part2.html#4.%20BUDGET%20BASICS](http://www.internationalbudget.org/resources/guide/part2.html#4.%20BUDGET%20BASICS).

5 The presentation of policy implementation issues in this section is based on the International Budget Project report on and international budget guide for NGOs that is available electronically on the IBP website ([http://www.internationalbudget.org/resources/guide/part2.html#4.%20BUDGET%20BASICS](http://www.internationalbudget.org/resources/guide/part2.html#4.%20BUDGET%20BASICS)).
advocating for budget reforms, or by engaging in some monitoring activities. For instance, NGOs can investigate whether amounts for specific projects, on shelters, or police training, have been used for the intended purpose.

**Monitoring and Evaluation Stage:** The monitoring and evaluation stage in essence is the auditing and assessment of actual spending. This final stage in the budget process for DV laws includes a number of activities that measure the effectiveness of the laws, including whether the budgets for DV initiatives are being implemented in accordance with their designated allocations. This evaluation can reveal weaknesses in the policies and can also be used as a basis for developing new policies. For example, in Costa Rica a new law to penalize violence against women is being debated in the Congress, as the current DV law has proven to be insufficient in protecting women against DV.

As part of the evaluation process, different social actors, including NGOs, parliamentarians and parliamentary bodies, and government agencies such as Women’s Ministries, can track and assess budgetary information to determine the effectiveness of a particular budget initiative, such as recent DV policy implementation. They can also assess whether the legislature and executive branches respond appropriately to the findings of audit reports, which should document any inappropriate expenditures and procurement irregularities. Social actors working on DV can disseminate this information widely and use it to ask for policy reform toward improving DV policy, or for better targeted budget formulation around DV policy implementation. NGOs that work in provision of services and advocacy work in DV do not necessarily always have the tools and skills to monitor budgets. Therefore it is advisable for them to collaborate with research and advocacy groups that specialize in monitoring of budgets.

**Section 5: Conclusions**

The research shows that there is clearly a difference between what is ratified in laws and/or outlined in sectoral policies, and the implementation of activities that follows those decisions. Funding for DV programs is typically insufficient for them to reach the entire target population and address the magnitude of the problem. Even after laws were passed and plans of action launched, major sources of funding for DV services have continued to be discretionary funds from the ministries’ budgets and international donor funds. This means budgetary resource allocation is not being mainstreamed into ministerial budget line items as would be expected following the passage of law. Furthermore, there is no systematic and comprehensive information available on allocations made for implementing laws and plans of action, the distribution of those allocations, or their impact on gender equity. Also, there is no information about how public services on DV are meeting the victims’ needs, especially women’s, and if the financing laws and plans of action are in accord with women’s needs and priorities.

Budget allocations are a marker of political commitment and priority. A successful public policy on DV requires budgetary allocations that enable the laws to translate into action. How these budgetary allocations are made, from which sectors, and how they are
sustained are key questions. Budgetary allocations are fundamental in ensuring adequate resources for implementation; therefore, the relationship between law and budget is crucial. While laws are an important part of the budgetary process, it is not enough to simply pass laws without considering the funding they will need for implementation.

Some key recommendations for donor agencies, governments, researchers and NGO networks, service providers and advocacy groups include the following:

1. Governments and donor agencies should help build capacity among NGOs working on DV to monitor budgetary allocations of DV laws, and encourage NGOs working on DV to collaborate with organizations experienced in budget monitoring in the country. 
2. Governments and donor agencies should mainstream DV spending into key sectoral projects funded or overseen by the justice administration, the health system (primary, mental and reproductive), and the education system. This could be achieved by integrating spending for DV programs into sectoral and intersectoral initiatives, rather than isolating DV budgets.
3. Donor agencies should encourage governments to mainstream spending on DV activities into key sectoral programs.
4. Donor agencies and NGOs working on DV should establish partnerships for DV activities with key government agencies, such as Ministries of Finance and Planning, where budget formulation and decisionmaking is concentrated.
5. DV stakeholders, including governments, donors and NGOs, should map out the steps and key players involved in the budgetary process in the country to identify strategic entry points to advocate for allocations for DV activities.
6. Researchers should conduct further in-depth, country-specific research to establish and further refine a toolkit for monitoring and evaluating budgetary allocations for DV.

We hope that this report will help catalyze local capacity-building efforts to analyze legislative and budgetary processes and hold governments accountable for legislative and financial commitments toward prevention and elimination of domestic violence.
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Annex 1. Survey on Budgetary Implications of Domestic Violence Policies in Seven Selected Countries in Latin America (Questionnaire for NGOs Working on DV)

GENERAL INFORMATION

Country: ____________________________
Organization: _______________________
Address: ____________________________
Telephone number: ____________________
Email: ______________________________
Name and position of the person completing this questionnaire: _______________________

I. FINANCING MODELS

1. Was this organization working on domestic violence before the law/plan of action was passed? Yes_____ No_____ (If “no” skip to question # 3.)

2. What kinds of activities did this organization carry out?

3. Was there an appropriation in the national budget for NGOs that was passed with the law or plan of action?
   a. With the law? Yes_____ No_____ 
   b. With the plan of action? Yes_____ No_____ 
   (If “no” in both cases, skip to question # 13.)

4. How much was the total amount of the appropriation for NGOs?
   a. For the budget passed with the law? ________________
   b. For the budget passed with the plan of action? ________________

5. What were the main components for the budget passed with the Law?
   - Services (health___ legal___ jobs for victims___ self-help groups___)
   - Security (protection measures for victims and their families___ shelters___)
   - Training
   - Research
   - Prevention policy (please specify)
   - Public education
   - Information Systems/databases
   - Local/community networks
   - Rehabilitation programs for offenders
   - Intersectoral coordination
   - Other (please specify)____________________

6. What were the main components for the budget passed with the Plan of Action?
   - Services (health___ legal___ jobs for victims___ self-help groups___)
- Security (protection measures for victims and their families—shelters)
- Training
- Research
- Prevention policy (please specify)
- Public education
- Information Systems/databases
- Local/community networks
- Rehabilitation programs for offenders
- Intersectoral coordination
- Other (please specify)

7. Which NGOs did receive governmental funding?
8. Did this organization receive governmental funding too? Yes ____ No ____ (specify the amount in US$)
9. Was the budgetary allocation only a one-time allocation?
   Yes____ No____ (If “no” skip to question #11.)
10. If it was a one-time allocation, how were the funds raised to implement the law/plan of action in subsequent years?
11. Was it a renewable allocation within the annual budget each year? Yes____ No____
12. If it was an annual renewable allocation, did the amount increase, decrease or stay the same across the years? How much did it change? By what percentage?
13. If no governmental resources were allocated with the law/plan of action for NGOs, how was the implementation financed?
14. Where did the provisions come from? (donor funds private sector user fees other (please specify:___________)
15. If no budget provision was made when the law was passed, were any allocations made in subsequent years for NGOs to implement the law. Yes____ No____
16. Is this organization providing DV services even if there are no specific government budgetary resources allocated for NGOs? Yes____ No____
17. How are these services being financed?
   - Through small program funds in hospitals, police stations
   - Private funds
   - Donor funds
   - User fees
   - Other (please specify)
18. What type of services is this organization providing at the present time?
19. Is this organization charging user fees for provision of domestic violence services?
   Yes____ No____ (If “no” skip to question # 20.) Which services charge user fees?
   a. Legal services____
   b. Health services____
Lab tests
Self help groups
Individual psychological services
Physical treatment/rehabilitation
c. Shelters___
d. Other (specify)________________________

II. CREATION OF NEW PROGRAMS/SERVICES
20. Did the law/plan of action require the establishment of new programs/services in this organization? Yes_____ No ____
   If yes, please specify the names of these new programs.

III. INTERSECTORAL COORDINATION AND BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
21. With which governmental institutions and NGOs does this organization coordinate activities and services related to the law/plan of action?
22. What kind of budgetary implications do these coordination initiatives have?
   - Reduce costs of the organization’s programs and activities.
   - Increase costs of the organization’s programs and activities.
   - Overburden the organization’s personnel with new responsibilities.
   - Other (specify)________________________

IV. ADVOCACY, MONITORING AND EVALUATION
23. Is there a designated coordinating agency for overseeing the implementation of the policies and the allocation of the financial resources? Yes ____ No ____
24. Do the NGOs participate in this agency? Yes_____ No____
   Which ones and how?
25. Is there a civil society initiative to ensure that the funds are allocated for the implementation of the law/Plan of Action? Yes_____ No____
   If yes, please describe.

IV. COVERAGE OF SERVICES
27. Is there data available on the utilization and coverage of services offered by this organization? If yes, please include it in this section.

V. OPPORTUNITIES AND LIMITATIONS RELATED WITH THE BUDGET ALLOCATION
28. Describe the opportunities and limitations faced by this organization to fund activities related to the law.
Annex 2. List of Organizations that were Sent Surveys

1. **Chile**: Centro de Atención y Prevención en Violencia Intrafamiliar de la Municipalidad de Santiago, Corporación de Desarrollo de la Mujer (La Morada), Corporación Domos, SERNAM*, Ministerio de Salud de Chile, COSAM.

2. **Costa Rica**: Centro Feminista de Información y Acción (CEFEMINA)*, Colectivo de Mujeres Pancha Carrasco, INAMU*, Género y Sociedad*.


4. **Dominican Republic**: Núcleo de Apoyo a la Mujer*, Asociación Dominicana pro Bienestar de la Familia (PROFAMILIA), Hospital Alcarrizos II de la SESPAS (Ministry of Health)*, Secretaría de Estado de la Mujer*, Centro de Apoyo Aquelarre*, Procuraduría General de la República.


---

* Organizations that responded to the questionnaires

1. PRE-LAW DESIGN STAGE

2. POLICY DESIGN STAGE

3. IMPLEMENTATION STAGE

4. MONITORING & EVALUATION STAGE
Annex 4. List of Budget and Gender Budget Researchers in LAC region
(Also see www.internationalbudget.org)

Juan Pablo Guerrero Amparan and Fausto Hernandez Trillo (budget specialists)
Center on Research and Teachings in Economics
3655, Carretera Mexico-Toluca
Mexico City, 01210, Mexico
Tel: (52-11) 525-727-9822
Fax: (52-11) 525-727-9873
E-mail: ipgro@dis1.cide.mx and trillo@dis1.cide.mx
Web site: http://www.cide.mx

Arlette Beltran (gender budget specialist)
CIUP Centro de Investigación de la Universidad del Pacifico
Jr. Sanchez Cerro
2141 Lima 11, Peru
Tel: (511) 470-6186
Fax: (511) 470-9747
E-mail: ciup@up.edu.pe
Web site: www.up.edu.pe

Maria Arcelia Gonzalez Butron (budget specialist)
Coordinadora General
Privada Lienzo Charro No. 94
Col. Felix Ireta
58070 Morelia, Michoacan
Tel/Fax: (52-43) 14-75-36 or 24-61-27
E-mail: gbutton@zeus.ccu.umich.mx

Kelvin Dalrymple (gender budget specialist)
Director of Research and Planning Unit
Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs
Government Headquarters
St. Michael, Barbados
Tel: (246) 436-6435/3680
Fax: (246) 426-3688
E-mail: kdalrymple@caribsurf.com

Gisela Espinosa Damián, Ph.D. (gender budget specialist)
Profesor, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana (UAM)
Unidad Xochimilco
Mexico D.F., Mexico
Tel: (525) 723-5462
Fax: (525) 723-5411
E-mail: gisela@cueyatl.uam.mx

Thelma Galvez (budget specialist)
Economist
Santiago, Chile
Tel/Fax: (56-2) 228-5903
E-mail: victhel@chilesat.net

Heaven Hofbauer (gender budget specialist)
FUNDAR
Popotla No. 96, Int. 5
Col. San Angel Tizapan
01090 México
Tel: (52-5) 595-2643
Fax: (52-5) 681-0855

Guillermo Pattillo (budget specialist)
Associate Professor
Department of Economics, University of Santiago
Avda. B. O'Higgins 3363
Santiago, Chile
Tel/Fax: (56-2) 681-9027/7036/6730
E-mail: gpattill@lauca.usach.cl
Web Site: http://www.fae.usach.cl/informecoyuntura
Bethsabe Andia Perez (*gender budget specialist*)
Personal address:
Eugenio de la Torre 189, 2° piso
Lima 32 - Perú
Tel: (511) 5786316
Fax: (511) 5780068
Email: bethsabe@amauta.rcp.net.pe

Maria Rosa Renzi (*budget specialist*)
FIDEG
Aptado Postal 2074
Managua, Nicaragua
Tel: (505-2) 266-8869
Fax: (505-2) 266-8711
E-mail: mrn@nicarao.org.ni

Paulo Eduardo Nunes de Moura Rocha (*budget specialist*)
Instituto de Estudos Socio-Economicos, INESC
SCS v Qd. 08, Bloco 50
Salas 427/441
Supercenter VenGncio 2.000
Cep: 70.333-970
Brasilia, DF, Brazil
Tel: (55-61) 226-8093
Fax: (55-61) 226-8042
E-mail: Pauloinesc@mymail.com.br
Web site: http://www.inesc.org.br

Marisol Saborido (*budget specialist*)
Economist
Santiago, Chile
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